We sought to determine (1) the perceived spatial frequency of flickering sinusoidal gratings as a function of temporal frequency at contrasts down to detection threshold levels, and (2) the influence of two different matching criteria on reported size matches to identify changes in the apparent spatial structure introduced by counterphase flicker. To determine if spatial structure was observable at detection threshold contrasts, we simultaneously measured contrast detection and orientation-identification thresholds of flickering gratings. We then measured the apparent size of flickering grating bars at sub-threshold to supra-threshold contrast levels using two matching criteria: (1) by adjusting the spatial frequency of a stationary comparison grating and (2) by adjusting the distance between two parallel thin lines. For all subjects, contrast detection and orientation-identification thresholds were similar, indicating that sufficient spatial structure is observable at detection threshold to make judgements of local spatially defined features. With increasing flicker rate, the apparent periodicity of low (0.25 and 0.50 cpd) spatial frequency test gratings increased. At detection threshold contrast levels and below, all observers reported difficulty in performing the match and results were variable. Size matches using stationary gratings were consistently smaller than those made using the line targets, which is suggestive of distortion in perceived spatial structure at the nodal region of flickering gratings.
Introduction
The spatial frequency doubling illusion (FDI) occurs when the contrast of a low spatial frequency (<3 cpd) sinusoidal grating is counterphase modulated at high temporal frequencies (>15 Hz)-its apparent spatial frequency increases (Kelly, 1966) . Earlier reports suggested that the apparent spatial frequency is doubled and that some form of non-linear processing in our visual system is responsible for this illusory increase (Kelly, 1966; Maddess & Henry, 1992; Tyler, 1974) . On the other hand, a recent report suggests that a loss of temporal phase encoding at high temporal frequencies may be responsible for this illusion (White, Sun, Swanson, & Lee, 2002) . Despite its name, however, if the apparent spatial frequency of the FDI is measured against a stationary sinusoid, size matches of greater or less than strict doubling have often been reported (Demirel, Vingrys, Anderson, & Johnson, 1999; Kulikowski, 1975; McKendrick, Anderson, Johnson, & Fortune, 2003; Parker, 1981) . Such fractional shifts in the perceived spatial frequency are generally explained by proposing contributions to form vision by distinct spatial signalling mechanisms. Kelly (1981) suggested that these mechanisms have linear and non-linear responses, while Kulikowski (1975) and Maddess and Kulikowski (1999) proffered that fractional shifts arise because spatial frequency-tuned channels respond to both veridical spatial frequency as well as illusory second harmonic frequencies introduced by counterphase flicker, and that misinterpretations of spatial patterns can result from the dominant influence of spatial frequency channels responding to the steepest part of a compound waveform. These fractional shifts in perceived spatial frequency cannot be explained easily by the theo-0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2007.03. 013 ries arguing for a loss of temporal phase encoding at high flicker rates.
Along with the increases in apparent spatial frequency, the perceived spatial structure of FDI stimuli undergoes subtle alterations due to counterphase flicker. Anderson and Johnson (2002b) and Nyman and Rovamo (1980) contend that flickering sinusoidal gratings appear to have wide regions of flickering 'antinodes' 1 between narrow regions of stationary 'nodes' such that different metrics used to probe spatial distances within the illusion have significant effect on the size matches of flickering grating stimulus. Moreover according to Nyman and Rovamo (1980) , in a flickering sinusoidal grating, perceived width of only a single grating period is altered, whereas perceived widths over distances of three times the period remains veridical under both stationary and flickering conditions. These results suggest that only the local size encoding mechanisms are influenced by the temporal modulation, while global size encoding mechanisms are not affected. Hence, Anderson and Johnson (2002b) hypothesize that the combined activity of a true frequency doubling mechanism and a local size encoding mechanism is responsible for generating the FDI. The alterations in the apparent spatial structure arise because counterphase flicker perturbs the balance between the two mechanisms so that the flickering bars of a sinusoidal grating appear to have different width than the stationary bars. However, they did not elaborate on why the balance between the two mechanisms is disturbed nor the nature of the two mechanisms. In this paper, we aim to further explore this issue of distortions in the local spatial structure of the FDI. Specifically, how the apparent spatial structure of a sinusoidal grating stimulus changes due to counterphase flicker.
It is a well-known observation that a static sinusoidally varying luminance pattern in space is not perceived as sinusoidal; it appears to have broad light bars separated by slightly narrower dark bars. This perceptual alteration in the perceived spatial structure was earlier assumed to be due to some logarithmic compressive non-linearity in our visual system (Kelly, 1966) . More recently, edge detection models (Georgeson & Freeman, 1997; Hesse & Georgeson, 2005; Watt & Morgan, 1983 ) based on the known characteristics of retinal and cortical receptive fields suggest that the filtering operations following simple compressive nonlinearites are responsible for such perceptions. According to these models, an edge separating a light and dark bar in a sinusoid is not perceived at the physical location of change in luminance from below to above the mean luminance level (i.e. at a node) but is shifted to the point where the luminance appears to change most steeply across space and thus appears to be shifted towards the darker side. Hence, in a sinusoidal grating, dark bars appear narrower than bright bars but the centres of both bars (i.e. antinodes) are perceived at their true locations. Moreover, these edge detection models also suggest that these edges become more clearly defined when either counterphase flicker or motion is introduced to the static condition Whitney, 2002) . The amount of edge sharpening increases as the temporal frequency of the flicker/motion increases and the degree of this edge sharpening is contrast independent at least in the range of 80-2.5% (Hammett, Georgeson, Bedingham, & Barbieri-Hesse, 2003) .
Since the FDI arises from flicker modulation of an otherwise stationary sinusoidal grating, we can extrapolate ideas from edge detection models to explain perceptual changes in the spatial structure of the FDI. Accordingly, if a sinusoidal grating is counterphase flickered to generate the FDI, its spatial profile will not appear sinusoidal and it will change gradually as the temporal frequency increases. Specifically, at the nodal region we should perceive the temporal frequency dependent increase in the sharpening and shifting of the edges away from the nodes towards the darker sides so that the dark bars appear narrower than white bars. However, in spite of these changes in the local spatial structure, the centres of both nodal and antinodal regions should be perceived at their nominal locations at any temporal frequency.
These local distortions in the perceived spatial structure of a flickering grating can be identified by measuring the apparent width of the dark bar of a flickering grating with two different matching criteria; one of these criterion should be based on the apparent edges of the dark bar and the other criterion on the apparent position of nodes. Anderson and Johnson (2002b) compared the apparent width of the bar of a flickering grating with the apparent separation between the centre of the adjacent bars (i.e. antinodes) of a flickering grating. However, these measurements of the apparent periodicity of the flickering grating do not measure identical spatial feature of the flickering grating. Nyman and Rovamo (1980) used a pair of small dots to measure a specific distance in the flickering grating. In this paper, we modified this criterion and used a pair of thin lines. We asked our subjects to measure the width of dark bar by placing thin lines at the nodes by identifying the point equidistant from adjacent antinodes i.e. between the peaks of luminance increment and decrement, at both sides of the dark bar. We chose thin lines matching criterion because of two reasons. Firstly, in comparison to dots method, it is relatively easier to use. Secondly, the perception of a thin line does not undergo apparent spatial distortions (like a sinusoid grating) with counterphase flicker. In contrast to the separation between the antinodes criterion used by Anderson and Johnson (2002b) , matching with the thin lines criterion will give us the apparent separation 1 In a sinusoidal grating, 'node' (or 'zero-crossing') refers to a point of zero amplitude while 'antinode' refers to a point of maximum amplitude. In this paper, the region of luminance decrement between two adjacent nodes will be referred to as 'dark bars' and the region of luminance increment between two adjacent nodes will be called 'bright bars'; a small region around a node will be called the 'nodal region' and the region around the antinode will be called the 'antinodal region'. Note that there is no clear boundary between nodal and antinodal regions; these terms are used only for descriptive purposes.
between adjacent nodes in a flickering grating. For comparison with other studies (Demirel et al., 1999; Kulikowski, 1975; McKendrick et al., 2003; Parker, 1981) , we also measured the perceived spatial frequencies with the stationary sinusoid matching criterion, in which subject compares the apparent width of the dark bar of the stationary sinusoid with apparent width of the flickering sinusoid. Hence, this criterion will be influenced by the shifting and sharpening of the edges, as predicted by the edge detection models.
Another related issue in the perception of the FDI is the impact of stimulus contrast on perceived spatial structure. Kulikowski (1975) , Bosworth, Sample, Weinreb, and Dobkins (1999) and Maddess and Kulikowski (1999) suggest that, under some temporal conditions, the doubling of apparent spatial frequency is most easily seen at low contrast levels, near detection threshold. This has been taken as evidence to suggest that a specific channel for the FDI is present in the human visual system. However, the literature offers many conflicting reports on the matter of spatial structure discernible at detection threshold: some studies have reported that low contrast gratings emerge as 'vague flicker', and only when contrast levels are increased can the spatial structure of doubled spatial frequency can be appreciated (Flood & Flanagan, 1998; Parker, 1983; Takahashi et al., 2004) . Another viewpoint is that at the detection threshold contrast level, only the orientation of gratings can be identified but for judgements to be made about other aspects of spatial structure (like, dark and bright bars in a flickering grating), higher contrast levels are required (Anderson & Johnson, 2002c McKendrick et al., 2003) . On the other hand, Quaid, Simpson, and Flanagan (2005) suggest that at the detection threshold contrast levels, no spatial structure is visible at all and higher contrast levels are required for the identification of orientation as well as bright and dark pattern of the flickering gratings. The lack of concordance among these results presumably stems from procedural differences among the studies with respect to experimental paradigms used and the exact nature of the 6 detection and spatial appearance threshold tasks.
In light of the uncertainty in the literature over this issue, we under took to determine carefully and explicitly if any spatial structure can be identified when counterphase flickering gratings are just visible. This was done by simultaneous comparison of the contrast detection and orientation-identification thresholds using a multiple judgement paradigm (Experiment 1), instead of assessing them in separate runs during the course of which the two different task thresholds might vary independently. Next, we measured the perceived spatial frequency with the two aforementioned matching criteria (Experiment 2). To identify the contrast-dependent variation in perceived periodicity, we performed both size matching tasks along with the measurement of orientation-identification thresholds as a double judgement task (Experiment 2A). The size matching experiments were then repeated at higher multiples (2·, 4· and 8·) of orientation-identification thresholds (Experiment 2B). Attempts to perform size matching at subthreshold contrast levels also helped to identify if observers showed any bias in making particular size judgement matches.
According to Kelly (1966) , the FDI occurs when spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating is low (<3 cpd) and temporal frequency is high (>15 Hz). Guided by these limits, these experiments were done at three spatial frequencies (0.25, 0.50 and 2.20 cpd) counterphase flickering at a range of temporal frequencies (1-28 Hz). Our results show that sufficient spatial structure is observable at detection threshold to make judgements of local spatially defined features. The apparent spatial structure of only low spatial frequency gratings increases with flicker rate and size matches using static gratings were consistently smaller than those made using the line targets, which is suggestive of distortion in perceived spatial structure at the nodal region of flickering gratings. We have previously published reports of this work in abstract form (Vallam, Tailby, & Metha, 2004) .
General methods

Apparatus and observers
Stimuli were presented on a 37 cm · 28 cm (1024 · 768 pixels) Mitsubishi Black Diamond CRT running at 85 Hz with background mean luminance set to 75 cd/m 2 . The screen luminance was linearized using intensity data from a Photo Research-650 spectroradiometer and controlled with 10-bit accuracy using an ATI Radeon video card 2 (via OpenGL) installed in a Macintosh G4 computer running EXPO software.
Four observers with normal corrected visual acuities participated in these experiment. Observers viewed the monitor screen with preferred eye at a viewing distance of 57 cm in dim ambient lighting conditions with unrestrained heads and normal pupils (each pixel subtended 0.036°at 57 cm viewing distance). All observers were prepresbyopic (mean age: 26.5 ± 5.2 years) and wore their habitual refractive correction during testing. The nontested eye was covered with a uniform translucent patch to avoid binocular rivalry. All procedures were carried 2 Although ATI Radeon graphics cards have 10-bit Digital-to-Analogue Converters, their look-up-tables are only capable of accepting 256 entries. When the full range of output intensities are required, only one-quarter of the possible DAC values are addressed-these are not normally equally spaced, but chosen to facilitate smooth gamma correction (in our case, linearization). When low contrast stimuli are required (less than about 0.4%), we take advantage of the 10-bit DACs by limiting the range of outputs to the middle one-quarter of the possible output range. In this mode of operation, the maximum contrast attainable is reduced to 25%, but the contrast resolution of the display system is increased by a factor of about four (some gain is lost because of the requirement for linearization; the gamma function is usually not quite linear even in this reduced range). Thus the lowest (quantized) contrast step achievable is about 0.1%, sufficient for rendering the low contrast stimuli required in our threshold psychophysical experiments. out in accordance with NHMRC guidelines for human observers and were approved by the Department of Optometry and Vision Sciences Ethics Committee, which is based on the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects received extensive practise on all conditions before the reported data were collected.
Experiment 1: Form perception at contrast detection thresholds
Stimuli and procedure
The stimuli consisted of counterphase flickering sinusoidal gratings. They were presented in the centre of the CRT monitor in a 12°diameter spatially smoothed Gaussian window to band-limit their spatial frequency content. The luminance distribution of the stimuli as a function of space (x) and time (t) can be described mathematically as:
Iðx; tÞ ¼ I mean f1 þ CGðx; tÞLðx; tÞg;
ð1:1Þ
where I mean is the mean intensity level; C is the contrast modulation (in percent Michelson contrast) generated by equally modulating red, green and blue guns of the CRT monitor. L(x,t) is the grating function, expressed mathematically as:
where f x is the spatial frequency (cpd); f t is the temporal frequency (Hz) and / s and / t are spatial and temporal offset phases (radians). G(x,y,t) is the Gaussian window function and describes how the contrast envelope changes over space and time. Mathematically it can be expressed as: Gðx; y; tÞ ¼ e where x (or y) is the position in space and x 0 (or y 0 ) is the centre position in degrees. In the current experiments, standard deviation (r) was 2.8°and exponent (a) was 4 so that greater number of grating cycles were visible through the window. The orientation of a stimulus specified here is such that zero degrees refers to grating bars or lines that are elongated horizontally. Other angles indicate bar or line elongation rotated counter clockwise relative to horizontal. Two spatial frequencies (0.25 and 2.20 cpd) and six temporal frequencies (1, 5, 10, 15, 21 and 28 Hz) were used. Each experimental session had only one spatial frequency with all temporal frequencies randomly interleaved. The presentation order of spatial frequencies was randomised for each observer. The orientation of the grating was either 45°or 135°. The spatial phase of gratings was randomised in each trial.
Each trial consisted of two temporal intervals (raised cosine window) of 1000 m sec with a 500 m sec inter-stimulus interval. The onset of each interval was accompanied by an audible tone. The stimulus appeared either in the first or second randomly chosen interval while a blank at the mean luminance of background (i.e. stimulus at 0 contrast) appeared in the other. This temporal 2-interval forced choice procedure was combined with the method of constant stimuli (MoCS) paradigm with 5 contrast levels. Fifty trials were presented at each contrast level during each experimental session. During a given session, five different stimulus intensity levels were visited in a pseudo-random order: each intensity level was presented once in random order until they had all been presented, and then the sequence was begun again, this time in a different order. Observers indicated by successive key presses the interval containing the stimulus (detection task) and its orientation (orientation-identification task).
Analyses
For each observer at each contrast level, responses were pooled across trials in a given session to determine the proportion of correct responses at each contrast level of the MoCS. Then to generate a psychometric function describing performances on each task, this data was fit with a cumulative normal function (example shown in Fig. 1 ). Open squares (with dashed line) show performance on the detection task; filled squares (with continuous lines) show performance on the orientation-identification task. The smooth curves are cumulative normal functions rising smoothly from chance level (50%) as contrast levels increases. The contrast level for 75% correct was taken as the threshold. The standard deviation of performance at each contrast level was estimated from the binomial distribution. The 95% confidence intervals on the threshold estimate were constructed by bootstrapping the original data sets (Efron & Tibshirani, 1998) . Where appropriate, statistical analyses were performed using a paired t-test. All statistical analysis was performed with the Prism (version 4.0, GraphPad Software, Inc.). 
Results
Fig . 2 shows the comparison of temporal contrast sensitivity functions for detection and orientation-identification tasks for 0.25 and 2.20 cpd gratings. Using two-tailed t-test no difference was observed either between the thresholds or the variances around thresholds at any temporal frequency for 0.25 cpd (t-test; t(dF1, 5) = 0.4890, p = .6455) and 2.20 cpd (t-test; t(dF1, 5) = 2.195, p = .0795) gratings for any subject. Hence, data was averaged across four observers (error bars report 95% CIs). These results show that at least the orientation aspect of the spatial structure can be identified at detection thresholds for our stimuli.
Experiment 2: Measurement of the perceived spatial structure
The results of Experiment 1 clearly demonstrate that contrast detection thresholds are similar to orientationidentification thresholds for our stimuli. This indicates that some spatial form is visible at detection thresholds; we can at least identify the orientations of the gratings when they are just perceptible. Now the apparent periodicity of these flickering gratings at detection threshold contrast level still remains in question. To further explore the perceived spatial structure, we asked subjects to make comparative judgements of perceived spatial frequency following each stimulus presentation. Two matching paradigms were used. For both matching criteria, observers were instructed to observe the width of the flickering black bars at low flicker rate (<8 Hz) and the flickering grey (''shimmery'') bars at high flicker rates (>8 Hz) in the flickering grating (henceforth, referred to as the 'test grating'). Then they were asked to match these perceived widths with the subsequently presented width of black bar of stationary sinusoid (henceforth, referred to as the 'match grating'). Or in matching with the pair of thin lines criterion, observers were instructed to observe the apparent position of node between two adjacent antinodes i.e. the point equidistant from adjacent peaks of luminance increment and decrement and thus, measure the nodal distance around dark/ flickering bar in the test grating with two vertical thin lines. Only one randomly selected matching criterion was explored in each Experimental session for each observer.
This Experiment was done as two sub-experiments (2A and 2B) for each matching criteria. Experiment 2A was done to asses both detection threshold contrast levels and to explore the perceived spatial structure of flickering gratings presented at contrast near detection threshold levels. Experiment 2B was done to explore the perceived spatial structure of flickering gratings at higher multiples of contrast thresholds.
Stimuli and procedure
In Experiment 2A, test gratings of three spatial frequencies (0.25, 0.50 and 2.20 cpd), counterphase flickering at three temporal frequencies (1, 10 and 21 Hz) were used. The 0.25 and 0.50 cpd gratings were randomly interleaved within a single experimental session; the 2.20 cpd grating was explored separately. Only one temporal frequency was explored in an experimental session. The order of the spatial frequency sets and temporal frequency of the test grating was randomly selected for each observer. Each trial consisted of two temporal intervals. The onset of each stimulus interval was accompanied with a similar audible tone. The flickering test gratings were presented in the first interval of 1000 ms duration and after 500 ms inter-stimulus interval, either of the (pre-determined) match targets was presented for 10 s. Test gratings were presented 6°left and matching targets was presented 6°right of the centre of monitor. Subjects were allowed to fixate each target by freely moving their eyes. Match targets were either stationary sinusoidal gratings or a pair of thin parallel lines (each 12°long and 1pixel wide). Both test and match gratings were presented in a 12°diameter spatially smoothed Gaussian window, as described earlier. The contrast of each flickering test grating was set at 5 discrete contrast levels (MoCS). The contrast of both match targets was always 30% (Michelson contrast). Orientation of the test gratings was either 45°or 135°to measure orientation-identification thresholds, while the orientation of both the match targets was 90°. This difference in the orientations among test and match targets helped to avoid spatial frequency matching with any after-images. Spatial frequency of the match grating and separation between the lines was randomised between 0.125 and 1 cpd for experimental blocks consisting of 0.25 and 0.50 cpd test gratings; for 2.20 cpd test gratings, spatial frequency of the match targets were randomised between 0.50 and 4.40 cpd (For the thin lines matching criterion, spatial frequency was defined in pixels.). The spatial phases of both test and match gratings were independently randomised in each trial to eliminate matching with the after-images of the test gratings and to avoid the potential use of spatial cues.
To measure orientation-identification thresholds, observers first indicated by key press the orientation of the test gratings. They then made spatial frequency matching judgements by rolling the scroll wheel of a computer mouse (which altered the spatial frequency of match gratings or separation between lines-method of adjustment (MoA)), and indicated by a key press when the match was satisfactory. Observers could press the second key earlier than 10 s to proceed to the next trial. The smallest rotation of mouse wheel provided step sizes of 0.04 cpd for stationary sinusoid matching criterion and 1 pixel for thin lines matching criterion. For sub-threshold contrast levels, observers were asked to make their best guess as to the spatial frequency of the flickering grating presented. Perceived spatial frequency was characterised by the ratio of perceived to true spatial frequency; referred to as the ''SF match ratio''. Thus, a SF match ratio of 2 indicates doubled perception while 1 indicates veridical perception.
For each subject, 10 min rest period was given between Experiment 2A and 2B. In Experiment 2B, exactly same procedure as Experiment 2A was repeated, except for two aspects: firstly, only spatial frequency matching measurements were made, and secondly, the contrast of the test gratings was set at multiples (2·, 4· and 8·) of contrast thresholds measured in Experiment 2A. For each trial, test grating contrast was randomly selected from these three levels. Fifty trials were presented at each contrast level for both Experiments 2A and 2B. Fig. 3 shows an example psychometric function of a subject plotting the proportion of correct responses in detection task (open squares) and perceived spatial frequency (filled circles) against log contrast. The smooth curve for detection task is a cumulative normal function gradually increasing from chance level (50%) to 100% performance level. The contrast level for 75% correct performance was taken as contrast threshold. The standard deviation for performance at each contrast level was estimated from binomial distribution. Perceived spatial frequency was measured at 8 contrast levels via MoA-5 contrast levels of MoCS (as multiple judgement task in Experiment 2A) and at 2·, 4· and 8· contrast threshold level (in Experiment 2B). Fig. 4 shows the results of a typical observer for the perceived spatial frequency using both matching criteria via MoA. Using two-tailed t-test no difference was observed in slopes of the psychometric functions of orientationidentification contrast thresholds (obtained from Experiment 2A) across subjects for any spatio-temporal condition (p value > .6). Hence the data of all 4 subjects was averaged and is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Figs. 4 and 5, perceived spatial frequency (measured as SF match ratio) is plotted against the multiples of orientation-identification contrast threshold. For this analysis, SF match ratios of all observers from both Experiments (2A and 2B) were pooled into the following contrast threshold multiple categories: <1·, >1 to <2·, 2·, >2· to <4·, 4· and 8· thresholds. In Fig. 6 , average SF match ratios at higher multiples of contrast threshold levels derived from only Experiment 2B is plotted against temporal frequency.
Analyses
Results
All observers reported that the size matching task with either matching criterion was difficult at near threshold contrast levels. This is manifest as larger error bars at contrast levels less than 3· contrast threshold in Figs. 4 and 5. Among the three spatial frequencies, variability in results was highest for the 2.20 cpd grating and especially when matched with the thin lines matching criterion. For all observers, as contrast levels increased, the periodicity judgement task using both matching criteria became easier and variability in the results reduced. This suggests that regardless of the SF match ratio, spatial frequency percept at detection threshold is the same as that at higher contrast The cumulative normal function for contrast threshold measurement is shown as smooth continuous line. Contrast threshold estimation was done at 5 levels of MoCS and spatial frequency matching was done at 8 contrast levels via MoA. Error bars indicate SDs. These are results of an observer for 2.20 cpd grating, counterphase flickering at 21 Hz. In this example, the perceived spatial frequency is measured using the stationary sinusoid matching criterion. levels i.e. perceived spatial frequency for the counterphase flickering sinusoidal gratings is contrast independent; only the task of matching spatial frequency is difficult at low contrast levels.
There are three further results in these Figs. 4-6, which can be observed in all subjects at all contrast levels. Firstly, perceived spatial frequency increases with temporal frequency for 0.25 and 0.50 cpd gratings (Fig. 6) . Secondly, 2.20 cpd spatial frequency gratings appear nearly veridical at all temporal frequencies, although slightly higher when the stationary sinusoid criterion is used. This is in agreement with several earlier studies that have used different paradigms and unanimously agree that the FDI is perceived best at the low spatial frequencies and its perceived periodicity gradually approaches veridical perception as the spatial frequency is increased to above 2 or 3 cpd (Kelly, 1966; Parker, 1983) . Lastly, our experiments show that the spatial frequency matching task is criterion dependent. Between the two matching criteria used in this study, measurements of the perceived spatial frequencies were higher when match judgments were made with the stationary sinusoid criterion. Careful examination of these Figures shows that the spatial frequency of 0.25 cpd grating at 21 Hz is perceived higher than double with the stationary sinusoid matching criterion but with the thin lines matching criterion, it is perceived only 70% higher.
Discussion
Form perception at contrast detection thresholds
The purpose of first experiment was to investigate the differences between detection and orientation-identification contrast thresholds in order to determine if at least some spatial structure of the flickering gratings can be perceived when they are just visible. The first experiment revealed that at least orientations of the gratings can be identified when they are just visible. This result has not been universally reported: our results are similar to those of Anderson and Johnson (2002a) , Anderson and Johnson (2002c) and McKendrick et al. (2003) but are not in strict accordance with those of Bosworth et al. (1999) , Flood and Flanagan (1998) , Maddess, Severt, and Stange (2001) , Takahashi et al. (2004) and Quaid et al. (2005) . In our study, we measured both detection and orientation-identification thresholds simultaneously using multiple judgement paradigm to eliminate any potential variation in sensitivity with time. It has been be argued that in multiple judgment tasks, the observer must divide attention between the tasks in some unknown manner (Klein, 1985) . However, the power of a threshold comparison experiment can become severely compromised when the different task threshold data are not collected in the same experimental run. Furthermore, all observers reported that the task was easy after training. This paradigm has been utilized in several studies examining the visual characteristics at the detection threshold contrast levels (Metha & Mullen, 1998; Thomas, Gille, & Barker, 1982; Watson & Robson, 1981; Webster, De Valois, & Switkes, 1990) . Thus, we have confidence that our results accurately reflect the perception of spatial form at contrast detection thresholds. Using a similar multiple judgement paradigm, both Webster et al. (1990) and Thomas et al. (1982) reported that the detection and orientation-identification thresholds are similar for stationary gratings. We have shown that these observations are also true for wide range of spatio-temporal parameters of counterphase flickering gratings. Another concern of reports examining the appearance of the FDI at low contrast levels is that two different kinds of form resolution contrast thresholds (i.e. contrast levels where some form or feature can be identified in the stimulus) have been used to assess form perception-contrast required to identify orientation of the gratings (current study, Anderson & Johnson, 2002a , 2002c , and (McKendrick et al., 2003) and contrast required to identify the presence of bright and dark regions of grating patterns (Bosworth et al., 1999; Flood & Flanagan, 1998; Maddess et al., 2001; Quaid et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2004) . Differences in the results of these studies could have arisen due to differences in these criteria to measure form resolution threshold. For example, Quaid et al. (2005) measured form resolution thresholds by asking their subjects to discriminate counterphase flickering grating from a uniform flickering patch. Thus, the two alternatives of their stimulus differed in both orientation and spatial structure information. With this stimulus, they concluded that form resolution thresholds are higher than detection thresholds for all subjects. Our study, Anderson and Johnson (2002a) , Anderson and Johnson (2002c) and McKendrick et al. (2003) measured form perception threshold as the contrast required to identify orientation of the gratings and showed that the orientation of sinusoidal gratings can be identified at detection threshold contrast levels. In our second experiment, we asked our subjects to match the perceived periodicity of the gratings at contrast levels near detection threshold levels. For this task, they had to first identify the width of dark and bright bars of the test gratings before performing the matching task. Thus, this criteria is similar to the one adopted by several other studies (Bosworth et al., 1999; Flood & Flanagan, 1998; Maddess et al., , 2001 Quaid et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2004) . Even though orientation discrimination was accurate at detection threshold contrasts, all our subjects reported it difficult to clearly identify the spatial locations of bright and dark regions of the flickering gratings at such low contrast levels. This result is in accord with that of Flood and Flanagan (1998) and Takahashi et al. (2004) that bright and dark regions within the flickering gratings in the FDI cannot be clearly identified at detection threshold contrast levels. Considering the results of all these studies, we can conclude that at detection threshold contrast levels, we can just see the orientation of the gratings but to identify any more detail in the spatial structure of flickering gratings to perform the apparent periodicity matching task, higher contrast levels are required. This does not imply that the spatial structure of the gratings is not visible at the detection thresholds. Rather, at orientation-identification contrast threshold, observers remain somewhat uncertain of the presence of a stimulus and they can identify the orientations at only 75% of stimulus presentations (2-AFC paradigm has 50% chance of guessing correctly).
Perceived spatial structure of the counterphase flickering gratings
The results of our second experiment demonstrate that the perceived spatial frequency of a counterphase flickering sinusoidal grating approaches doubling at high temporal frequencies but only for low spatial frequency gratings, and only if the size matches are obtained using the stationary sinusoid matching criterion. When the spacing between thin lines are used as the matching criterion, size matches are significantly smaller. Our results concur with Anderson and Johnson (2002b) and Nyman and Rovamo (1980) that the matching criterion has significant effect on the size matches of flickering grating stimulus. These results cannot be explained by any of the existing models of spatial frequency shifts, in which alterations of perceived spatial frequency are attributed to shifts in the peak sensitivity of spatial frequency-tuned channels (Virsu & Nyman, 1974) (Kulikowski, 1975; Maddess & Kulikowski, 1999) or to non-linear visual processing (either rectification (Kelly, 1966; Maddess & Henry, 1992; Tyler, 1974) ) or rectification followed by compression (Kelly, 1981) .
These results can be explained by assuming an alteration in the state of some local size encoding mechanism as was suggested by Nyman and Rovamo (1980) and Anderson and Johnson (2002b) . A comparison of different matching criteria is essential to identify these changes in local spatial features as was done by us, Anderson and Johnson (2002b) and Nyman and Rovamo (1980) . These three studies show that for flickering gratings, shifts of spatial frequency (in true mathematical sense) may not be genuine frequency changes, since the apparent spatial structure of a flickering and a stationary sinusoidal grating cannot be directly compared. Both Anderson and Johnson (2002b) and Nyman and Rovamo (1980) could not elaborate as to why the local size encoding mechanisms are perturbed by counterphase modulation. The possible reason could be that both these studies did not obtain size matches for the same spatial feature with their two matching criteria. Hence, their two sets of size matches were not comparable. In our study, we instructed our subjects to measure identical spatial features using both matching criteria. For the flickering test grating, subjects had to observe the dark bar at low temporal frequencies or the shimmering bar at high temporal frequencies and match the perceived distance between two nodes around these bars using the thin lines matching criterion, and perceived width of these bars with the dark bar of the stationary sinusoid in the sinusoidal matching criterion. Using the current understanding of spatial form vision, a speculative explanation based purely on perceptual grounds is offered below as to why the two different spatial frequency matching criteria give different results. We are currently considering further experiments with different kinds of stimuli and experimental paradigms to develop it as a strictly mechanistic and mathematical model.
In order to make width judgements, an observer must locate the ''edge'' separating light and dark bars. Current computational models of spatial vision suggest that the edge of a sinusoidal grating appears sharper when it is counterphase flickered Hammett, Georgeson, Bendingham, et al., 2003) . Moreover, the level of apparent sharpening also increases with increases in temporal frequency. This is demonstrated in a diagrammatic view in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 , the upper panels show contrast profiles while the lower panels demonstrate the instantaneous perceived spatial structure of one period of a stationary Fig. 7 (a) and counterphase flickering grating Fig. 7(b) . When a sinusoidal grating is counterphase flickered, its contrast as well as its shape is altered. In a sinusoidal period, both dark and bright bars appear rectified, with a structureless ''shimmer'' or ''temporal contrast'' Fig. 7(b) , but its nodal region is perceived at the background mean contrast level.
It seems that the shape of a flickering sinusoidal gratings undergoes three types of structural deformations (see Fig. 8 ): firstly, the antinode point disappears and is replaced by a unique antinodal region (ar) which has a flatter contrast profile at its peak; secondly, the edge of the antinodal region appears sharper i.e. slope (s) of its edge appears steeper; and thirdly, this sinusoidal edge appears to be shifted towards the antinodal region which makes the nodal region (nr) appear wider. Fig. 8 shows these deformations for a sinusoidal grating counterphase flickering at a low temporal frequency (Fig. 8(a) and at high temporal frequency Fig. 8(b) . While all three deformations increase with temporal frequency, the position of the node (n) remains at the same position i.e. at a point equi-distant from the two adjacent antinodes. White et al. (2002) psychophysically identified the locations of these nodes for a range of temporal frequencies and reported that they do not shift with increases in flicker rate. Fig. 9 shows half-cycle width judgements for a sinusoidal grating counterphase flickering at a low temporal frequency ( Fig. 9(a) and at high temporal frequency Fig. 9(b) . Our results are consistent with the idea that, to make width judgements for a flickering grating half-cycle with the stationary sinusoid matching criterion, observers must determine the edge separating the light and dark bars since they have no other landmarks between these two regions. They perceive these edges at the borders of an antinodal region, i.e. at a point where the luminance appear to change most steeply and it also appear sharpened -compare the distance 'b' in low temporal frequency and high temporal frequency grating in Fig. 9 . But when they make half-cycle width judgements with the thin lines matching criterion, they have to identify nodes in middle of the nodal region -compare the distance 'c' in low temporal frequency and high temporal frequency grating in Fig. 9 .
These nodes do not shift in position. Hence, for a counterphase flickering grating, width judgements based on the sharpened edges of an antinodal region (stationary sinusoid matching criterion) are smaller than the width judge- ment based on the location of nodes (thin lines matching criterion). Fig. 9 also shows that the difference between the two width judgements should increase with the temporal frequency. This observation is also supported by our results; Fig. 6 shows that the differences in the measurements of perceived spatial frequency made with the two matching criteria increases with temporal frequency. If the above ideas are correct, then two further questions arise: firstly, with the thin lines matching criterion, an observer should always adjust the separation between the two lines so that it exactly matches the distance between two adjacent nodes (distance 'c' in Fig. 9) . The SF match ratio should be exactly 1.0, for all temporal frequencies, as was shown by White et al. (2002) . However, our results do not indicate that. Secondly, why do perceived spatial frequencies remain closer to veridical for 2.20 cpd gratings with both matching criteria? The likely reason for the discrepancy between our results and those of White et al. (2002) is that the stimulus display in the White et al. (2002) study was a pair of horizontal gratings with 30 0 gap, both presented together. Their test grating was a counterphase flickering sinusoidal grating and the match grating was a square-wave grating with 10% duty cycle so that it appeared as equally spaced, thin, bright lines. The observer's task was to adjust the spatial frequency and phase of the match grating until the bright bars aligned with the zero-crossing regions of the test grating. Thus, their task is similar to a vernier task with both match and test gratings presented simultaneously. Not surprisingly, their matching results indicate that there are exactly two zero-crossings in a cycle across space irrespective of the spatial and temporal frequencies of the test grating. On the other hand, in our task, test gratings and match targets were not aligned, nor even simultaneously present so that vernier alignment was not possible. Moreover, due to the perceived shifting of half-cycle edges and widening of the nodal regions, observers perceive mixed clues. For these reasons, judgments greater than the veridical frequency are more likely to result with the thin lines matching criterion. Anderson & Johnson (2002b) came to a similar conclusion when they measured the apparent separation between the adjacent antinodes in their compound waveform.
As to the reasons why the apparent spatial frequency of 2.20 cpd gratings remains more robust to changes in temporal frequency? It is likely that the perceptual alterations due to the counterphase flicker described in Fig. 8 may take place at all spatial frequencies but perhaps due to the increase in the spatial information in per degree of visual space at high spatial frequencies, perceptual changes in the nodal region are difficult to appreciate. As a result, high spatial frequencies are perceived veridically and the difference in the results of two matching criteria does not increase with increases in temporal frequency, as evident in Figs. 4-6. We do not have much evidence to support this argument. Further evidence is required by different matching paradigms and stimuli to support this hypothesis. Hammett, Georgeson, Bendingham, et al. (2003) reports that the phenomenon of temporal frequency dependent apparent edge sharpening is contrast invariant. Our results are also consistent with these observations. Figs. 4 and 5 shows that with both matching criteria, spatial frequency measurements remain flat as a function of contrast for all spatial and temporal frequencies. Only at contrast levels near detection thresholds do perceived spatial frequency matches demonstrate significant amount of variability, reflecting observers' difficulties in performing the task. Thus, we do not find evidence to support Kulikowski (1975) , Bosworth et al. (1999 ) & Maddess & Kulikowski (1999 that the apparent frequencies of flickering gratings changes appreciably as contrast is increased above detection threshold. Maddess & Kulikowski (1999) examined the apparent fineness of a compound grating consisting of true spatial frequency and its second harmonic. They noticed that the slope of the brightness change in the region of biggest peak to trough gives a cue to the apparent fineness of their compound grating. This idea that is similar to our explanation on steepening of the slope of the edge proposed above. Maddess & Kulikowski (1999) further suggest that this steepening of the slope of the edge causes misrepresentation of the apparent spatial frequency by the spatial frequency channels. This is the main difference between our ideas and those proposed by Maddess & Kulikowski (1999) . If their theory were true than we would have observed similar apparent spatial frequency matching results with both matching criteria. According to us, changes in the apparent spatial frequency of the FDI occurs due to alteration in the state of local size encoding mechanisms, as suggested by Anderson & Johnson (2002b) & Nyman & Rovamo (1980) . Our proposed explanation can identify the changes in local spatial structure of a flickering sinusoidal grating but it cannot explain why the antinodal region appears shimmery. It is likely that two different mechanisms are responsible for the generation of FDI, as was suggested by Anderson & Johnson (2002b) -a true frequency doubling mechanism and a local size encoding mechanism. Between these two mechanisms, the true frequency doubling mechanism might be responsible for the appearance of nodal and antinodal regions and the local size encoding mechanism only codes the sizes of these local spatial features. The results of this study cannot be used to elaborate upon this aspect of the frequency doubling mechanism. Among the several explanations for the FDI, the appearance of shimmer at antinodal regions can be explained by either Burr's theory of rivalry between motion detectors (Burr, Ross, & Morrone, 1986) , a theory of balance between sustained and transient channels (Kulikowski, 1975; Maddess & Kulikowski, 1999) or the theory of loss of temporal phase discrimination (White et al., 2002) . Only careful psychophysical experiments correlating with neurophysiological studies can elaborate on the nature of the true frequency doubling mechanism. In conclusion, the temporal characteristics of a grating stimulus affect its perceived spatial characteristics. If a sinusoidal grating is counterphase flickered, its apparent spatial structure changes and gives an illusion of increased spatial frequency. This apparent structure of flickering gratings does not vary with contrast i.e. the percept at detection threshold is same as that at higher contrast levels.
